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CAN ONE DISENTANGLE HIGHER TWISTFROM SUDAKOV RESUMMATION AT HERA II?R.G. RobertsRutherford Laboratory, Chilton, Didot, Oxfordshire, OX11 0QX, UK(Reeived Marh 31, 2003)Dediated to Jan Kwiei«ski in honour of his 65th birthdayMeasurements of the proton struture funtion at large x, low Q2 dis-play a strong Q2 dependene whih is usually interpreted as evidene fora signi�ant higher twist ontribution. Reent progress in understandingthe resummation of large logs, ln(1� x), up to next-to-next-to-leading logorder and beyond suggest that the observed enhanement may possibly bedue to suh terms alone. We study the impliations for di�erent theoretialsenarios in the light of novel suggestions for extrating large x informationfrom future measurements at HERA.PACS numbers: 12.38.Cy, 12.38.QkMuh of our present understanding of the physis of deep inelasti sat-tering (DIS) at small x is the result of the pioneering work of Jan Kwieinski.I personally have muh reason to be grateful to Jan, sine his deep knowl-edge and the ability to explain learly and simply the theoretial issues hasgiven me a basis to develop phenomenologial studies with him and otherollaborators. Muh of that phenomenology was partiularly relevant toHERA and here I wish to ontinue probing the onnetion between QCDand HERA physis but in the ontext of resumming potentially large loga-rithms, ln(1 � x), rather than ln(1=x), however. That is, we are interestedin the situation W 2 � Q2 where W 2 = Q2(1 � x)=x is the harateristisale of the jet in the �nal state of DIS.Reently there has been signi�ant progress in our theoretial under-standing of DIS as x ! 1 or, in moment spae, as N ! 1. In partiular,Gardi et al., [1℄ have onjetured that, in this limit, the dominant ontribu-tion at eah (higher) twist is that part whih mixes with the leading twist.Also in this limit the perturbative orretions fatorise in a form desribingthe prodution of a single jet. The onjeture of Ref. [1℄ implies that large-x(3155)



3156 R.G. Robertsfatorisation, whih is known to hold to all orders in perturbation theory,atually holds beyond the perturbative level. The dominant ontributionsat large x in any twist an be taken into aount through a non-perturbativeshape funtion of Q2=N whih multiplies the leading twist result in momentspae.Furthermore, as x ! 1, the oe�ient funtions for the twist-2 pertur-bative orretions desribing the prodution of the single jet are dominatedby Sudakov logarithms. In moment spae we an expand the oe�ientfuntions asCi(N;�s) �Xm �s(am ln2mN + bm ln2m�1N + � � �) ; (1)whih should be resummed to all orders in �s to get a reliable estimate.Varying the fatorisation sale � leads to mixing between twist-2 andtwist-4 at the level of quadrati divergenes, �2, whih introdues an am-biguity in the separation between the twist-2 and twist-4. This ambiguityis anelled, however, by the ontribution from infrared renormalons to thetwist-2 oe�ient funtions, leaving the OPE of the struture funtion mo-ments free of ambiguity. In Ref. [1℄, the assumption of �ultraviolet dom-inane� [2℄ implies the neglet of ontributions to higher twist other thanthat whih mixes with twist-2. This ontribution is just that assoiated withthe renormalons and thus any attempt to quantify the higher twist ontri-bution requires resummation of the renormalons. At large x when powersof �2=W 2 are not negligible both renormalons and Sudakov logs need to beresummed in the twist-2 oe�ient funtion. The e�et of this resummationan be numerially signi�ant sine the oe�ients of sub-leading Sudakovlogarithms are enhaned fatorially with m due to infrared renormalons andgrow inreasingly singular as W 2 � �2. Thus as x ! 1 all these enhanedlog terms need to be resummed.In the kernel of the Sudakov resummation, the �rst few orders are knownfrom �xed-order alulations. In partiular, we an pratially ompute theomplete next-to-next-to-leading logarithmi (NNLL) orretion as a resultof the latest information of the anomalous dimension and oe�ient fun-tion [3℄. To go beyond this, one an use the �dressed gluon exponentiation�(DGE) approah of Gardi [4℄ whih takes into aount some all-order infor-mation on the kernel itself.In Ref. [5℄, this ombined resummation of Sudakov logarithms, renor-malon ontributions and higher twists was onfronted by data on the mo-ments of the struture funtion extrated from low Q2 data from SLAC [6℄and BCDMS [7℄. The onlusion was that quite satisfatory desriptions ofthe high moments (N � 5) ould be ahieved provided the shapes (in x)of the leading order parton distributions are di�erent from those suggested



Can One Disentangle Higher Twist from Sudakov . . . 3157by a leading twist pure NNLO analysis [8℄. The latter exludes suh highmoment data sine their Q2 dependene learly on�its with standard LO,NLO or NNLO evolution.While these phenomenologial desriptions are suessful, it is pratiallyimpossible to disriminate between solutions where the Q2 dependene isdriven primarily by the Sudakov resummation and solutions where thereis a signi�ant higher twist omponent. The latter require a smaller valueof �s in order to lessen the role of the resummation. In fat the value of�s favoured by the former solutions is more in line with the value fromNNLO analysis of DIS where the large x region is exluded. Therefore,the potential ability for HERA to explore the large x region and to extratreliable estimates of the N = 5 to 8 moments at high Q2 ould be a ruialfator in disriminating between suh solutions. In any ase the momentsdisussed in Ref. [5℄ rely, for Q2 � 20 GeV2, on ombining data from twoexperiments � a situation whih an be avoided if HERA data only are used.Thus we ould expet greater preision in estimating the moments even inthe region below 100GeV2.In this ontext, a reent proposal by Helbih and Caldwell [9℄ addressingthe question of measuring F2 at HERA II at large x ould, in priniple,help to unravel the respetive roles of the Sudakov resummation and highertwist ontributions. Taking 1 fb�1 of data with 30% preision on x, whenombined with data from HERA I where data exist up to x = 0:4 ouldyield reliable estimates of the N = 5; 8 moments. Note that we expet thatfor Q2 around 500 GeV2, hxi � 0:62; 0:66 for N = 5; 8, respetively, and sothere should su�ient overage in x to extrat a reliable estimate.From Ref. [1℄ the non-perturbative fatorisation expression for the N -thmoment of F2 isFN2 (Q2) = H(Q2) JN (Q2;�2) qN(�2)JNP�N�2Q2 � ; (2)where H(Q2) desribes the hard part of the oe�ient funtion, JN (Q2;�2)is the Sudakov resummed jet funtion whih depends on the jet mass W 2,qN (�2) is just the twist-2 quark matrix element and JNP(N�2=Q2) is thetwist-2 non-perturbative shape funtion whih, making the simplest ansatzthat just the leading power appears in the exponent, an be written asJNP�N�2Q2 � = exp �CHTNQ2 � ; (3)where CHT is expeted to be O(�2).



3158 R.G. RobertsThe logarithm of the resummed jet funtion an be written to �xed logauray as lnJN (Q2;�2) =Xm gm(�)�sm�1 ; (4)where � = �0�s lnN=�.Sine there are now available expliit expressions for gi(�) for i = 1; 3 asresult of �xed order alulations, one option is to stop at this exat NNLLresult and use it to as an estimate for the resummed jet funtion. A moreambitious approah is to use a sheme invariant Borel representation, asdisussed in Ref. [5℄. In this way we an estimate subleading logs � beyondthe NNLL, up to the minimal term in the series.Figs. 1 and 2 show the omparisons for several types of �t with the dataon moments N = 5; 8 extrated in Ref. [5℄ from struture funtion data ofRefs. [6℄ and [7℄. Notie that the data are very preise for Q2 < 15 GeV2
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NNLO + full resummation + higher twist (coeff=0.12)Fig. 1. The N = 5 moment of the struture funtion showing the omparisons withexperimental values extrated in Ref. [5℄ together with four di�erent theoretialdesriptions. Note that the values of the parameters �s, qN and CHT vary aordingto the individual �t.
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NNLO + full resummation + higher twist (coeff=0.12)Fig. 2. The N = 8 moment of the struture funtion showing the omparisons withexperimental values extrated in Ref. [5℄ together with four di�erent theoretialdesriptions. Note that the values of the parameters �s, qN and CHT vary aordingto the individual �t.sine only the SLAC data are relevant there. For higher values of Q2 theSLAC and BCDMS data have to be ombined and the extrapolation to largex introdues further unertainty. Thus measuring the large x data even forQ2 around 100 GeV2 at HERA would improve signi�antly the preisionin this region. The urves in Figs. 1 and 2 all inlude resummation of theSudakov logs, either just to NNLL or to NNLL and beyond. For two of thelatter �ts, a higher twist ontribution as in Eq. (4) has been inluded.In these �ts, there are three pertinent parameters. First is the value ofthe strong oupling �s(MZ), seond is the quark matrix element qN(�2) andthird the value of CHT in Eq. (4). While eah moment is separately �tted,the value of �s(MZ) obtained is virtually independent of N , in ontrast totrying to �t the data with a pure NNLO desription without any resumma-tion of Sudakov logs [5℄. For the �ts with no higher twist, �s(MZ) is lose



3160 R.G. Robertsto 0.115 whih is the value of the oupling obtained from �tting DIS andrelated data at NNLO [8℄. For CHT = 0:06, �s(MZ) drops to 0.111 andfor CHT = 0:12 drops even lower to 0.105. Therefore, it is harder to re-onile these latter �ts into an overall desription of DIS over the full rangeof x. Suppose one disregards any attempt to inlude resummation of Su-dakov logs and tries to aommodate the data with NNLO evolution (withthe aepted value of �s(MZ) = 0:115) multiplied by a onventional highertwist orretion term (1 +CHTN=Q2) then the resulting urves are lose tothe uppermost urves in Figs. 1 and 2.While the lower two urves are phenomenologially more onsistent, itwould be nie to have this on�rmed by experiment. There is perhaps a hintof a ��attening o�� in the high Q2 N = 5 moments, whih if true would beunexpeted. As stated above there is a proposal to measure the struturefuntion F2 at large x at HERA II [9℄ and from Figs. 1 and 2 we an read o�the typial preision needed to di�erentiate between the di�erent desrip-tions. Unfortunately we see that the variation around Q2 = 500 GeV2 isonly of order 10% whereas the quoted preision in Ref. [9℄ is more like 30%.On the other hand we an say that the urves in Figs. 1 and 2 representthe spread of unertainty of our understanding at large x and any sizeabledeviation from those urves would indiate some new soure of physis.An extra soure of information is reent data on the proton struturefuntion in the resonane region. These data are from Je�erson Laboratoryand allow the omputation of moments for Q2 < 4:5 GeV2 [10℄ giving evenmore preision in the low Q2 region than from the SLAC experiments.I am espeially grateful to Einan Gardi, the work desribed here beingthe result of our joint ollaboration. His patiene in explaining the physisof the reent theoretial developments by him and his ollaborators is deeplyappreiated. I am grateful to the Leverhulme Trust for an Emeritus Fellow-ship. REFERENCES[1℄ E. Gardi, G.P. Korhemsky, D.A. Ross, S. Tafat, Nul. Phys. B636, 385(2002).[2℄ M. Beneke, V.M. Braun, L. Magnea, Nul. Phys. B497, 297 (1997);V.M. Braun, hep-ph/9708386.[3℄ S. Moh, J.A. Vermaseren, A. Vogt, Nul. Phys. B646, 181 (2002).[4℄ E. Gardi, Nul. Phys. B622, 365 (2002).[5℄ E. Gardi, R.G. Roberts, Nul. Phys. B653, 227 (2003).
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